# Critical Thinking: the art of reasoning

## Checklist Reasoning

### Resources | Utilised
---|---
Lecture 4 |  
Lecture 5 |  
Practice Examples: Fundamentals in Reasoning |  
Key Topics:  
- Argument |  
- Proposition |  
- Reason |  
- Objection |  

### Concepts | Understood
---|---
Argument |  
Contention |  
Conclusion |  
Reason |  
Objection |  
Rebuttal |  
Proposition |  
Claim |  
Hierarchical Argumentation |  
Evaluation |  
Cognitive Bias |  

### Skills | Practiced
---|---
Understand the structure of an argument |  
Represent an argument in a Rationale reasoning map. |  
Provide supporting reasons and objections to a contention. |  
Undertake basic evaluation of a reasoning map argument. |  
Recognise the limitations of my own perspective. |  
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